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President Carlos Menem announced Oct. 20 that 1.4 million sq.km. of the 1.7 million sq.km. under
exploration throughout the country would be opened to foreign companies. According to the
new regulations, foreign oil companies will have two or three years to find oil. If they do, they
automatically receive a 25-year concession if the strike proves commercially viable. The company
will be able to sell the crude wherever it wants, instead of being forced to sell to the state-run
Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales (YPF). The Argentine government has sold concessions to about
50 small oil fields and four larger ones. In January it expects to sell two others which produce 11%
of the country's crude oil and 35% of its natural gas. One buyer was Total Austral, a subsidiary of
the French oil company Total, which currently produces 75,000 barrels a day in petroleum or the
equivalent amount in natural gas, making it the second largest private oil production company
in Argentina. Total Austral bought 70% of the Huemul oil field in Patagonia and is considered a
candidate for the Austral oil field in southern Argentina. In September 1991, YPF produced 40% of
Argentine oil. The private Argentine firm Perez Companc produced 18%, and foreign oil companies
accounted for the rest. YPF president Jose Estenssoro told the Agence France- Presse that at least
50% of the company will be sold by 1993 in the form of shares sold on stock exchanges in New York,
London and Buenos Aires. YPF has 30,000 employees. On Nov. 5, Economy Minister Domingo
Cavallo refused to rule out the possibility that the rest of the company could be sold to private
interests. Argentina is self-sufficient in crude, and ranks as the fourth largest oil producer in Latin
America, after Mexico, Venezuela and Brazil. In 1990, Argentine output totaled 431,000 barrels per
day, a 12.2% drop compared to 1982. Oil production has remained stagnant since 1987. AFP cited
unidentified oil industry experts as saying that proven crude reserves were underestimated by
30%. At present, reserves are estimated at 196,000 million cubic meters, adequate for seven years of
domestic consumption. (Basic data from Agence France-Presse, 11/06/91)
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